
Grace and Beauty (clockwise from top
left): jaguar in Belize; aguardiente cure at
Maximón’s shrine; Cuchumatanes mist;
angel over the Yucatán; 1,200-year-old
Maya glyph in Guatemala; ram-tough 
road-tripping near Chunchucmil; 
warding off evil spirits; Hacienda Santa
Rosa; Maximón
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Cigar-smoking santos, icy Belikin, crumbling pyramids, freshly
spun tortillas, slithering vipers, and everlasting love along

By Stephanie Pearson
Photographs by David McLain/Aurora
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“I  S E E  T R I U M P H S  I N  W O R K A N D

everlasting love…,” the fortune-teller
predicts in Spanish, winking at the 
circling band of compadres eaves-
dropping on my optimistic future,
which gets better and better with
every Guatemalan bill I drop into 
his outstretched palm. Taking me 
for a gringa with endless coin,
he demands another quetzal
before dispensing more good juju, 
but I’m satisfied with the “everlasting
love” part and move on.

It’s a Sunday during Lent and I’m in
San Andrés, a dirt-crusted village west 
of Antigua, Guatemala, in the shrine of
Maximón, a fallen pagan saint who, in
Maya-Catholic tradition, is said to be a
badass combination of Judas Iscariot,
the explorer Pedro de Alvarado, and var-
ious Maya deities. A line 50 worshippers
long snakes its way through rivers of
candle wax and smoke, offering gifts of
alcohol and flowers to the wooden santo
holding court in what appears to be a
stationary Popemobile strung with
Christmas lights.

I watch Maya women dressed in embroidered huipiles spark
up boiled-egg and cigar altars—eggs to ward off evil, cigars to 
satiate Maximón’s tobacco habit—while shamans fill their
cheeks with aguardiente, then douse waiting pilgrims with the
alcoholic spray. Outside, firecrackers explode with staccato
bursts. This orgy of carnivalistic religiosity is wreaking havoc on
my Lutheran sensibilities, but I have to admit it’s the liveliest
church service I’ve ever encountered. The firecrackers were an
offering from John Fox, a 36-year-old archaeologist and one of
my seven American traveling companions. He’s hoping Maximón
will return the favor by blessing the eight blue candles we’ve left
burning on the altar—local insurance for safe travels.

But as we soon discover, Maximón’s good graces don’t come
easy. What began as a benign month of wandering through 
Mexico, Belize, and Guatemala would suddenly take a turn 
toward the disastrous. In the week to follow, we’d encounter an
armed mob, lose a $4,000 Leica, shear off a trailer tire while
inching up a gnarly pass in the Cuchumatanes mountains, and
watch Nate Strandberg, a 25-year-old graphic designer from
Minneapolis, heave his tamales out the car window while the
rest of us decided how best to jury-rig the broken tire.

Such mishaps are to be expected along La Ruta Maya, a loosely
defined route through Central America’s Maya heartland, a place
that stirred poet Wallace Stevens to enthuse about the “wild
country of the soul,” and where grace and beauty duke it out with
evil and misfortune at every turn. In the jungly lowlands, deadly
fer-de-lance vipers slither atop centuries-old ruins. In the high-
lands, 21st-century Maya, many of them refugees of the 36-year
civil war that left 200,000 Guatemalans dead or disappeared, eke
out sustenance from agricultural plots that grow less corn with
each passing year. Throughout this history-scarred country are

mountain-bikeable dirt roads, paths
packed down by generations of bare-
foot villagers, mysterious unexplored
cave systems, swaths of palm-lined
beaches, and jungles thick enough to
swallow you.

Our 4,331-mile, six-week circle 
tour started in the parking lot of a
sanitized Austin, Texas, Super 8
motel, where we hopped into a 
Suburban, inserted Blood on the
Tracks, and let the world unroll 
beneath the steel-belted radials.
Herewith, a few vignettes, should 
you decide to devise a Ruta Maya 
of your own.

Y U C A T Á N,  M E X I C O—Five days and
1,786 miles south of Austin, I find 
myself digesting lunch in a hammock
suspended above a turquoise pool.
Our destination was a campsite near
Chunchucmil, a Maya ruin about 
50 miles southwest of Mérida, where 
we planned to meet up with archaeol-
ogists mapping the unexcavated site.
But we were temporarily sidetracked

by the lure of lunch and a siesta at Hacienda Santa Rosa, a
19th-century sisal plantation turned swank hotel.

Washed in blinding shades of lavender, yellow, and scarlet, 
Hacienda Santa Rosa glitters like a desert mirage in The-Middle-
of-Nowhere, Yucatán. It isn’t a stretch of the imagination to 
picture Gabriel García Márquez dreaming up One Hundred
Years of Solitude from a rocking chair on the veranda outside
his own Maya-themed casita, which comes complete with its
own reflecting pool.

Lunch was fresh guacamole, homemade tortillas, and lemon-
ade in the ballroom-size dining room. We feasted while a more
well-mannered Museum of Natural History tour group (here, 
no doubt, to tour Jaina and the half-dozen other major Maya
ruins nearby) wandered the grounds, gaping at strolling pea-
cocks and gardens of scarlet bougainvillaea. After lunch I made 
a beeline for the hammock and let the sun bake my Nordic skin
to a cancerous shade of scarlet, but I was too comatose to notice.
The previous night I had whiled away the hours gazing at the
stars from under my mummy bag atop a 20-foot limestone
mound at Oxkintoc, a 2,000-year-old Maya ruin just outside the
village of Maxcanú.

Taking advantage of the staff’s preoccupation with the Museum
of Natural History visitors, the eight of us snuck a dip in the pool,
then wavered for a few minutes, debating whether we should
spring for a casita.

“Nah,” we decided, and shoved off before our dripping bodies
betrayed our bad manners.

L A M A N A I  O U T P O S T  L O D G E,  O R A N G E  W A L K,  B E L I Z E

Two days later, after an overnight stop in Tulúm for yet another
swim, this time in the Caribbean, we arrived at Lamanai Outpost
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A route awakening (clockwise from top left): circumnavigating Lago Atitlán; 
pressing out a Maya staple; jabiru stork; slinking jaguar; time-worn Tikal temple; 
this rocking chair at Hacienda Santa Rosa reserved for Gabriel García Márquez. 
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Lodge, a resort compound on the shores of the New River
Lagoon, 100 road miles northwest of Belize City. A haven for ani-
mal lovers and bird watchers, Lamanai—Mayan for “submerged
crocodile”—is the kind of place where you feel like wearing
khaki, with its thatch-roofed bungalows, creamy coconut drinks,
and giant meat hooks sprouting banana bunches.

“When are we going to hear a howl?” I whined to Brenda 
Salgado, the director of the resort’s Field Research Center, 

who was taking me on a jungle hike to the Lamanai ruins, a
cluster of 2,200-year-old crumbling temples, the site of one 
of the longest continuously inhabited Maya cities in all of 
Central America.

“Monkeys aren’t on a time schedule, you know,” Brenda sighed.
The two of us had been up to our necks in palm fronds for the

last hour, straining our ears for the jet-engine call of a black
howler monkey, which, on a good day, can be heard up to a mile
away. But Salgado’s guttural burping noises didn’t even raise
Micklet, the semitame howler
that researchers are vainly try-
ing to repatriate to the wild.

But these primates prefer the
5 A.M. howling shift, and I had
been a late arrival, having 
decided to boat 35 miles from
the town of Orange Walk down
the New River. It had been an
excellent choice. The waterway
teems with jaguars—all of which
must have heard us coming—Morelet’s 
crocodiles, kinkajous, howler monkeys,
and at least 384 bird species. The kick-
er was sighting a family of four jabiru 
storks nesting 100 feet up a tower-
ing ceiba tree. The largest bird in
the Americas, the jabiru stork has
an eight-foot wingspan that is in-
timidating even through binoculars.

Sweaty, Brenda and I headed back
for a beer at the lodge’s open-air bar.
I took mine down to the dock to
watch the sun set over the river.
Lost in thought, I was oblivious to
what sounded like a speedboat sput-
tering to a start. The sputtering
soon turned to a full-throttled roar.
Sure enough, 20 feet above me,
hanging from all fours in a gua-

nacaste tree, Micklet was making a holy racket, causing the
khaki-clad visitors to flock from every direction. I sank back into
my deck chair, nursed my beer, and basked in the cacophony.

E L  R E M A T E ,  L A G O  P E T É N  I T Z Á ,  G U A T E M A L A — After an
uneventful border crossing into Guatemala we found El Gringo
Perdido, a cluster of classy, yet primitive, palapa huts a few miles
outside the town of El Remate on Lago Petén Itzá, a vast body of

water surrounded by hills and palm trees.
Lacking electricity and other guests, El
Gringo Perdido felt bewitched—especially
at night when the caretaker lit the oil
lamps and tiki torches. After a day’s stay,
we decided that El Gringo Perdido is the
ultimate base camp from which to laze in
the sun, swim, rent bikes and kayaks, and
explore nearby Tikal, so we settled in.

The next day we drove to Tikal, 30
minutes north of the lodge and the 

Manhattan of the ancient Maya world. The 222-square-mile
park was once home to nearly 100,000 people, boasting the
highest population of artists, architects, jewelers, astronomers,
and warriors, along with the infrastructure to keep them all
happy: ball courts, sweat baths, and brilliantly painted royal
palaces. No one knows why the 2,700-year-old site was aban-
doned in A.D. 900, which adds to its mist-shrouded allure.

On our first trip up the dozens of precipitous steps of Tikal’s
Temple of the Masks in the Great Plaza, we were clipped by a

birder hauling a telescope large and powerful enough to
see life on Mars. He huffed past us stammering,

“I…I…I…just saw an orange-breasted falcon!”
We were witnessing a moment of birding
nirvana. The orange-breasted falcon is one

of the world’s most rare and reclusive
birds of prey—reportedly there are

only 19 in all of Guatemala and
Belize. At the top of the temple,
the man offered us a gaze
through his telescope. Sure

enough, sitting in the crux of a
ceiba tree was a smallish, orange-

breasted bird with a menacing beak that
looked like it could fillet small feathered

creatures. Impressive, to be sure, but I
failed to muster the passion radiat-

ing from our new friend and was
far more impressed with the eerie
hollow sounds that radiated from
the bowels of the temple as we
stomped back down the stairs.

Back in El Remate, we ate 
dinner at Casa de Don Juan, 
a two-story restaurant on the
shores of Petén Itzá. Our host,
Juan Chamorro, prepared us a
special delicacy.

“They call it ‘The Royal Rat,’ ”
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Land of the lost: Aktun Chacona, near Belmopan, Belize, one
of many little-explored cave systems along the route

HACIENDA SANTA ROSA, 

YUCATÁN, MEXICO

Phone: 011-52-99-44-3637
Web: www.grupoplan.com
E-mail: reservations@ghmmexico.com
Rates: Doubles, $285–$483 per night

LAMANAI OUTPOST LODGE, 

ORANGE WALK, BELIZE

Phone: 888-733-7864; 
011-501-2-33578
Web: www.lamanai.com
E-mail: reefsruins@aol.com
Rates: Doubles, $99–$125 per night

EL GRINGO PERDIDO, 

EL REMATE, GUATEMALA

Web: www.guate.net/gringo
Rates: Camping, $3 per night; open hut, 
$6 per night; bungalow, $14 per night

HOTEL ECOLÓGICO FINCA IXOBEL, 

POPTÚN, GUATEMALA

Phone: 011-502-410-4307
Web: fincaixobel.conexion.com
E-mail: fincaixobel@conexion.com.gt
Rates: Tree-house doubles, $9 per night; 
private bungalow with hot shower,
$24 per night

MÜLLER GUEST HOUSE, PANAJACHEL,

GUATEMALA Phone: 011-502-762-2442
Web: www.atitlan.com/muller.htm#muller
E-mail: htmuller@amigo.net.gt
Rates: Doubles, $45 per night

HOTEL POSADA EL CERRILLO, SAN

CRISTÓBAL DE LAS CASAS, MEXICO

Phone: 011-52-967-81283 Rates: Doubles, $20

CAR RENTAL

Avis rents four-wheel-drive SUVs in Mexico,
Belize, and Guatemala. The cost is approxi-
mately $594 a week including taxes. The hitch:
Rent a car in Mexico or Belize and you can’t
leave the country with it. Rent a car in
Guatemala and you can drive it in Belize 
(for an extra $20) but not in Mexico. Call 800-
331-1084 or visit www.avis.com for details.

Road-tripping on La Ruta Maya requires a trustworthy vehicle. But unless it’s your own,
chances are this tour will remain a pipe dream—intercountry Latin American car
rentals are as tangled as the region’s politics. But if you can afford to throw a few extra
miles on your Outback, or have the patience to navigate the rental web, here’s where to
catch a siesta and find a car in Mayaland:

Living La Ruta Maya
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he told us, producing a platter of
tepesquintle, an oversize rodent with
a massive butt. Surprisingly, the varmint
tasted quite similar to my grandma’s 
pot roast. I savored every bite until Juan
let it slip that the beast is nearly endan-
gered. Poachers, he added, get fined 
hundreds of dollars if caught trafficking
in tepesquintle. I choked down my 
last few bites, which suddenly began to
taste like rat.

F I N C A  I X O B E L ,  P O P T Ú N ,  G U AT E M A L A

The next leg of our journey, to Lago 
Atitlán, west of Antigua, was a few hun-
dred miles. We flew past pink evangelical
churches, a mom sitting on a tree stump
nursing her baby, a man combing his
hair in a rearview mirror, and a young
couple at a bus stop absorbed in a
marathon smooch.

At dusk, we arrived at Hotel Ecológico
Finca Ixobel, a conglomeration of guest
houses, campsites, and Crusoe-esque tree
houses built around massive pines at the
foot of the Maya Mountains. The inn of-
fers its global backpacker clientele horse-
back riding, tubing, jungle exploration,
caving, and ping-pong, but the main at-
traction is the nightly candlelit dinner
served family-style at communal picnic
tables.

That night’s dinner was overcrowded,
so we sat around the ping-pong table
swapping jokes with a young couple from
Denmark. A dark cloud descended over
the vegetarian eggplant and lentil dishes,
however, when the couple informed us
that, back in 1990, the inn’s American
owner, Michael De Vine, was found be-
headed by the side of the road just a mile
away. Five years later, it was 
reported that the murder was ordered 
by a Guatemalan colonel on the CIA’s
payroll. To this day, nobody knows what
really happened. Determined not to let
this all-too-common act of terrorism
scare her out of her adopted country, 
De Vine’s wife Carol still owns and 
operates Finca Ixobel.

Dinner soured. So we turned to drinking.
Every time we emptied a beer, we hatched a
mark next to our name on the guest list in
the kitchen and headed to the communal
fridge for more. By the end of the night, the
hatch marks were a messy blob and our

LA RUTA MAYA from page 84

wolfed down an assortment of fruits and 
candies. The folks at CPG choreo-
graphed logistics so that some pickups
were nearly instantaneous while others 
provided enough time to catch your
breath, eat lunch, and marvel at the 
surroundings. Jay radioed down that 
the winds up high were increasing and
the visibility was deteriorating; it was 
his suggestion to pack it in. When a pilot
as skilled as Jay—a man not given to
overstatement—raises a concern, no 
one questions his judgment.

Back at the Prince, despite having
been grounded for the afternoon, we de-
cided to catch a tram and make a few
runs at Alyeska Resort. My experiences
of loading onto trams in the Lower 48
usually involved hordes of people
squeezing into a snug metal tin, skis and
snowboards shoved intimately close to
my nose. We were amused to load on—
just myself, my three friends, the tram
conductor, and a ski patroller on telly
boards—and head up the steep cables
leading into the foggy heavens, luxuriat-
ing in abundant elbow room. Having 
the option to stack a few thousand 
more feet onto our day was a decided
CPG-Alyeska bonus.
D E -

S P I T E  A L L  P R E L I M I N A R Y  A N G S T,
Alaska was more accessible—and ski-
able—than I’d ever imagined. There was
the morning we came into a landing zone
up toward the Placer-Skookum drainage.
The landing skids on our A-Star sank so
deep in the poststorm pow that the chop-
per came to rest on its fuselage, and we
wallowed crotch-deep, giggling like fiends
as we hastily unloaded our skis and
boards. Or the amber morning when we
landed on the summit of Big Chief and
made turns down a wavelike ridge. 
Farther down the Glacier Creek draw, 
we swooped through a surreal forest of
gargoyles—erratic blue glacier ice on a
moderately pitched slope. And our last
day, when we landed and dropped the 
perfect fall line on Lips, banking in and
out of each others’ smoky plumes.

Yes, AK will challenge all your Lower 
48 notions about scale. Yes, it’s humbling
and apt at times to make your tail swing
up between your legs. And yet if you’ve
paid a respectable sum of snow-sliding
dues, if you’ve truly earned the title 
of “advanced intermediate,” if you can
make turns in variable, sometimes less
than perfect snow, and if you’re comfort-
able on most sub-40 degree slopes, you
just may be ready to venture to the 
Pebble Beach of powder.

ALASKA from page 97

124 Outside Travel Guide 2002

CHUGACH POWDER GUIDES’ operating
season is one of the longest in Alaska,
starting February 1 and running through
mid-April. Though they guarantee 80,000 
to 100,000 vertical feet in-season on their
seven-day all-inclusive package, early birds
(people who book trips for the first two
weeks of the season) receive a $400 dis-
count and unlimited vertical, should the
weather cooperate (which it did for us).
Choose from two weekly packages: Five
days on snow starts at $3,150 per person
(costs are based on double occupancy);
seven days on snow starts at $4,350 per 
person. Package prices include lodging at
the Alyeska Prince Hotel, transfers to and
from the Anchorage International Airport,
helicopter, guides, the use of an avalanche
transceiver, lunch on heli-ski days, and
unlimited lift access at Alyeska Ski Resort.
In addition to its all-inclusive packages,
CPG offers a unique backup plan for its
guests should the bird fail to fly. An 
additional $250 (the fee covers everything
except lunch) guarantees you a seat in the

snowcat on flat-light or stormy days. CPG’s
exclusive-use permit gives the cats and
helicopters access to 750 square miles of
sublimely tilted slopes. The area has an
annual snowfall of 740 inches, nonexistent
lift lines, and everything from long cruiser
runs to couloirs like the North Face. And 
yet with a summit elevation just below
4,000 feet, even sea-level skiers needn’t
worry about acclimatization. Tucked into
the trees at the far end of the Girdwood
Valley and adjacent to the ski resort, the
Alyeska Prince Hotel offers ski-in, ski-out
convenience, a host of restaurant options
including the award-winning tableside
chop-chop at Katsura Teppanyaki, and
numerous amenities. Our personal favorites
were the fitness center (indoor pool, exer-
cise room, sauna, 16-person whirlpool tub,
and massage) and the Kiosk espresso bar
on the way to the tram. For more details,
contact Chugach Powder Guides (907-783-
4354; www.chugachpowderguides.com) and
the Alyeska Prince Hotel (800-880-3880;
www.alyeskaresort.com). —M.H.

Your Alaska Triumvirate
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table was transformed into a rollicking 
multicultural ping-pong tournament,
played more off the walls than on the table.

L A G O  A T I T L Á N ,  G U A T E M A L A

A day later we rolled into Panajachel, 
the largest, most resorty city on the
shores of Lago Atitlán. I was mesmerized
by the conical volcanoes ringing the
water, and deflated by the rows and rows
and rows of identical souvenir stands 
lining the streets. Internet cafés bustle
with blond Americans, and street signs
belt out advertisements for immersion
Spanish classes. Panajachel is obviously
a featured attraction on the Gringo Trail.
Being gringos, we found Müller Guest
House, a German bed and breakfast in
the center of town with three rooms, 
hot showers, a lush courtyard, and 
Latin MTV.

I was curious to experience the region’s
much-touted Maya authenticity, so I hired
Rodrigo Gonzales García, a 20-year-old
Maya boat driver, to take me to the village
of San Lucas Toliman across the lake. The
rest of the group decided to hike a precipi-
tous roller-coaster trail winding through
mountainside agricultural milpas, or
plots, which have metamorphosed the
steep terrain into one gigantic patchwork
quilt of greenery.

Rodrigo and I landed at the dilapidated
village’s public docks and stepped into
the 19th century. A Maya woman who
looked to be 100 years old was carrying
a load of firewood suspended from a
tumpline around her forehead, while her
husband carried the bloody carcass of an
entire cow.

We walked around the village, buying
passion fruit, ice-cream sandwiches, and
beaded jewelry from five-year-old girls. 
In appreciation for Rodrigo’s services, I
bought him lunch at the only tourist hotel
in town, Pak’ok, a surprisingly lavish 
yellow-stuccoed hacienda that caters to
wealthy clientele from Antigua. We sipped
Cokes on the patio amid immaculately
sculpted gardens and quietly watched 
the distant lake shimmer in the sunshine.
I quizzed Rodrigo about his life in 
Panajachel and asked him how much he
made ferrying tourists across Lago Atitlán.

“Three hundred quetzales a week,” he
replied proudly, about US$38. I got the
bill for lunch: It was frighteningly close to
300 quetzales. I’d just spent almost the

entire weekly salary of my guide on one
lousy meal, an instant reminder that life
is, simply, whacked.

S A N  C R I S T Ó B A L  D E  L A S  C A S A S ,

M E X I C O — Our final destination is San
Cristóbal de las Casas, in the southern
state of Chiapas, Mexico, soul sister to
Santa Fe, New Mexico; Berkeley, Califor-
nia; and Antigua, Guatemala. To get here,
we’d wound up, down, and around the
Cuchumatanes mountains, stopping to
hike into roadless villages and sleep on the
dirt floors of Maya families who have bare-
ly seen white folk, let alone shared their
homes with them.

We finally arrived in the border town of
La Mesilla, and after two hours of inhaling
fresh tar fumes and drinking icy Coca-
Cola, we were finally granted passage
back to Mexico. By early afternoon we
pulled into Hotel Posada el Cerrillo, a
salmon- and periwinkle-colored hotel in
downtown San Cristóbal with whimsical
patios heading off in every direction. A
spiral staircase wound its way up to a
room with a 360-degree view of the city’s
red-tile roofs. The breezy aerie is an ideal
spot for travelers desperately in search of
an afternoon siesta. So we napped.

In the late afternoon, I made the
rounds of the city and hit the mother 
lode of markets at Santo Domingo
church, where I bought amber earrings,
knitted footbags, and all the Chiclets I
could stomach. I sat on the top of a wall
in the middle of the market and took out
my copy of Pablo Neruda’s memoirs, 
hoping somehow that this Latin setting
would inspire my own poetics. I read a
few lines, jotted down a few of my own,
crossed them out, gave up, and started
walking back toward the hotel.

That night, our last before we began the
2,000-mile slog home, we shifted into
club mode, stepping out to the Blue Bar,
San Cristóbal’s happening downtown
dance spot where a local band mixed it up
with Santana covers and Latin chart top-
pers. A gym instructor named Gustavo
asked me to dance, and I sillily started to
salsa. We merengued, salsa’d, and boogied
into the wee hours. And then it suddenly
hit me: The fortune teller in San Andrés
really did predict my future. I wasn’t head
over heels for Gustavo, but I had defi-
nitely fallen in love with this place that
so inspires the wild country of the soul.

If you have a love for
outdoor activity and

beautiful Southwestern
Utah scenery, you are a

perfect candidate for 

Red Mountain
The Adventure Spa.

Daily guided hikes, 
cycling, bike school,
Spirit hikes, geology

walk, orienteering, star
gazing, full moon

hikes, photography.

Finally, an
affordable

Destination
Spa Vacation!

Offering 3,4 and 7
night packages.

Your program
includes

accommodations, 
meals, daily

guided hiking
and cycling,

65 fitness classes per
week and a variety of
healthy living classes.

Inclusive rates ranging
from $795 to $1695

per person, double
occupancy.  Taxes not

included.  Gratuities
optional.

www.redmountainspa.com

If you have a love for
outdoor activity and

beautiful Southwestern
Utah scenery, you are a

perfect candidate for 

Red Mountain
The Adventure Spa.

Daily guided hikes, 
cycling, bike school,
Spirit hikes, geology

walk, orienteering, star
gazing, full moon

hikes, photography.

Finally, an
affordable

Destination
Spa Vacation!

Offering 3,4 and 7
night packages.

Your program
includes

accommodations, 
meals, daily

guided hiking
and cycling,

65 fitness classes per
week and a variety of
healthy living classes.

Inclusive rates ranging
from $795 to $1695

per person, double
occupancy.  Taxes not

included.  Gratuities
optional.

www.redmountainspa.com

TO REQUEST INFORMATION, SEE PAGE 128
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